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Ancient Astrology Aug 28 2019 Julius Firmicus Maternus, a native of Sicily, was a Roman lawyer of the senatorial class. He lived in the first half of the fourth
century AD (c.280-c.360). He was also a student of Greek astrology, which forms the basis of this book. Of this book, James Herschel Holden writes, "The
Mathesis is the lengthiest astrological treatise that has come down to us from the classical period. It consists of eight books, of which the first forms an
introductory essay on astrology, and the rest set forth the fundamentals of Greek astrology. Several sections contain material that is found nowhere else...."
(History of Horoscopic Astrology, pg. 66.) The translator writes, "Magic, philosophy, science and theology combine in strange ways in the thinking of the last
centuries of the Roman empire..... Firmicus seemed worthy of note for many reasons. He is almost alone as author of works produced both before and after an
apparent conversion to Christianity.... He left a lengthy handbook detailing the astrological practices of his day, the only work which has come down to us in its
entirety [90% complete: Holden] out of numerous astrological treatises written in the Hellenistic and Roman periods..... This manual was important because it
was the channel for astrological lore to the Middle Ages and Renaissance." (from the Preface) Jean Rhys Bram holds a degree in Latin from the University of
Chicago, and a Ph.D. in Classics from New York University. She taught Latin, ancient Greek, and Mythology at Hunter College until her retirement. At 92, she
continues to read widely and tutor students. She enjoys the company of twelve cats.
After Leaving Mr. Mackenzie Nov 11 2020 "It is a book that does not invite comparisons. . . . Its excellence is individual, intrinsic; it measures itself against
itself."--Saturday Review of Literature
The Collected Short Stories Sep 21 2021 The Collected Short Stories brings together three of Jeffrey Archer’s classic collections of short stories: A Quiver Full
of Arrows, A Twist in the Tale and Twelve Red Herrings. Every reader will have their own favourites: the choices run from an imprisoned man who is certain
that his supposed murder victim is very much alive, to a female driver pursued relentlessly by a menacing figure in another vehicle. An offhand remark is taken
seriously by a Chinese sculptor in one tale, while a British diplomat unexpectedly becomes the owner of a priceless work of art in another . . . And over three of
the stories, discover a hauntingly written, atmospheric account of two undergraduates at Oxford in the thirties: a tale of bitter rivalry that ends in a memorable
love story. These stories are packed full of the master storyteller’s unexpected twists, richly drawn characters and ingenious, witty denouements – some will
make you laugh, others will bring you to tears. And, as always, every one of them will keep you spellbound.
I Used to Live Here Once: the Haunted Life of Jean Rhys Jul 08 2020
The Cambridge Introduction to Jean Rhys Aug 21 2021 A student-friendly guide to the life, work, context and reception of the author of Wide Sargasso Sea.
Penguin Essentials Wide Sargasso Sea Aug 09 2020 One of the BBC's '100 Novels that Shaped the World' Jean Rhys's spell-binding novel Wide Sargasso Sea,
inspired by Jane Eyre and winner the Royal Society of Literature Award is beautifully repackaged as part of the Penguin Essentials range. 'There is no looking
glass here and I don't know what I am like now... Now they have taken everything away. What am I doing in this place and who am I?' If Antoinette Cosway, a
spirited Creole heiress, could have foreseen the terrible future that awaited her, she would not have married the young Englishman. Initially drawn to her beauty
and sensuality, he becomes increasingly frustrated by his inability to reach into her soul. He forces Antoinette to conform to his rigid Victorian ideals, unaware
that in taking away her identity he is destroying a part of himself as well as pushing her towards madness. Set against the lush backdrop of 1830s Jamaica, Jean
Rhys's powerful, haunting masterpiece was inspired by her fascination with the first Mrs Rochester, the mad wife in Charlotte Brontë's Jane Eyre. 'Compelling,
painful and exquisite' Guardian 'Brilliant. A tale of dislocation and dispossession, which Rhys writes with a kind of romantic cynicism, desperate and pungent'
The Times 'Rhys turns a menacing cipher into a grieving, plausible young woman, and one whose story says whole worlds about global mixtures, about the
misunderstandings between the colonized, the colonizers and the people who can't easily say which they are' Time Jean Rhys was born in Dominica in 1890, the
daughter of a Welsh doctor and a white Creole mother, and came to England when she was sixteen. Her first book, a collection of stories called The Left Bank,
was published in 1927. This was followed by Quartet (originally Postures, 1928), After Leaving Mr Mackenzie (1930), Voyage in the Dark (1934) and Good
Morning, Midnight (1939). None of these books was particularly successful and with the outbreak of war they went out of print. Jean Rhys dropped from sight
until nearly twenty years later she was discovered living reclusively in Cornwall. During those years she had accumulated the stories collected in Tigers are
Better-Looking. In 1966 she made a sensational reappearance with Wide Sargasso Sea, which won the Royal Society of Literature Award and the W. H. Smith
Award. Her final collection of stories, Sleep It Off Lady, appeared in 1976 and Smile Please, her unfinished autobiography, was published posthumously in
1979. Jean Rhys died in 1979.
The Blue Hour Mar 04 2020 Jean Rhys was an artist of brilliance and fury best known for her late literary masterpiece, Wide Sargasso Sea. But she was also a
woman in constant psychological turmoil, whose blazing talent rescued her time and time again from the abyss. Lilian Pizzichini follows Rhys from her girlhood
in Dominica, through three failed marriages and five misunderstood books, up to her death in 1979. This is an unforgettable portrait of a woman whose writing
was both her life and her lifeline.
Smile Please Dec 25 2021 Jean Rhys wrote this autobiography in her old age, now the celebrated author of Wide Sargasso Sea but still haunted by memories of
her troubled past: her precarious jobs on chorus lines and relationships with unsuitable men, her enduring sense of isolation and her decision at last to become a
writer. From the early days on Dominica to the bleak time in England, living in bedsits on gin and little else, to Paris with her first husband, this is a lasting
memorial to a unique artist.
Mini Modern Classics La Grosse Fifi Sep 09 2020 These four haunting stories from the author of Wide Sargasso Sea capture moments in the lives of European
dilettantes, ingénues, businessmen, soldiers and artists at a time when the world was enjoying freedom after war. But with freedom comes the greater
opportunity for self-destruction, and Rhys is at her redolent best when writing about the desires of people striving unsuccessfully after happiness.
Good Morning, Midnight May 18 2021 A woman encounters a life filled with desires and emotions when she returns to Paris after suffering from a bout of
depression and alcoholism in London.
Good Morning, Midnight Feb 24 2022 The last of the four novels Jean Rhys wrote in interwar Paris, Good Morning, Midnight is the culmination of a searing
literary arc, which established Rhys as an astute observer of human tragedy. Her everywoman heroine, Sasha, must confront the loves-- and losses-- of her past
in this mesmerizing and formally daring psychological portrait.
Sleep it Off Lady Feb 01 2020 Sixteen stories which include two in Dominica, the West Indian island where the author was born and three about growing old.
Voyage in the Dark Apr 04 2020 'It was as if a curtain had fallen, hiding everything I had ever known, ' says Anna Morgan, eighteen years old and catapulted to
England from the West Indies after the death of her beloved father. Working as a chorus girl, Anna drifts into the demi-monde of Edwardian London
The Letters of Jean Rhys Jun 18 2021
The Collected Short Stories Oct 03 2022 New to Penguin Classics, the remarkable, devastating collected stories by the author of Wide Sargasso Sea. Some of
Jean Rhys's most powerful writing is to be found in this rich, dark collection of her collected stories. Her fictional world is haunted by her own, painful
memories: of cheap hotels and drab Parisian cafés; of devastating love affairs; of her childhood in Dominica; of drifting through European cities, always on the
periphery and always perilously close to the abyss. Rendered in extraordinarily vivid, honest prose, these stories show Rhys at the height of her literary powers

and offer a fascinating counterpoint to her most famous novel, Wide Sargasso Sea. This volume includes all the stories from her three collections,The Left Bank
(1927), Tigers Are Better-Looking (1968) and Sleep It Off, Lady (1976).
Voyage in the Dark Feb 12 2021 Often considered Jean Rhys's most autobiographical novel, this masterful and moving work follows a chorus girl, Anna, who
struggles to adjust to cold and inhospitable England after a childhood in the West Indies. When an affair that at first feels like salvation comes to a disastrous
end, Anna begins to unravel.
Jean Rhys, the Complete Novels Apr 28 2022 Tells the stories of a chorus girl, an unhappy love affair, a prostitute, a woman no longer able to love, and an
English-West Indian marriage
Narrating from the Margins Jan 02 2020 In Narrating from the Margins, Nagihan Haliloglu casts a discerning look at Jean RhysOCOs protagonists and the
ways in which they engage in self-narration. The book offers a close reading of RhysOCOs novels, with particular attention to the links between identity
construction and self-narration, in a modernist and postcolonial idiom. It draws attention to particular subject-categories that RhysOCOs protagonists fall into,
such as the amateur and the white Creole, and delineates narrating personas such as the mad witch and the zombie, to explore aspects of de-essentalization,
narrative agency, and dysnarrativia.The way in which RhysOCOs protagonists engage in self-narration reveals the close link between race and gender, and how
both are contained by similar metaphors, or how, indeed, they become metaphors for each other. The narrators are defined in relation to their place in the
OCyholy English familyOCO and how they transgress the rules of that family to become OCyexilesOCO. The study explores the ways in which the self-narrator
responds when her narrative is obstructed by society, such as creating a community of stories in which her own makes sense, and/or resorting to third-person
narration."
Tales of the Wide Caribbean Jan 26 2022 Verhalen uit het Caraibisch gebied.
A View of the Empire at Sunset May 06 2020 Award-winning writer Caryl Phillips presents a beautiful, heart-breaking novel of the life of Jean Rhys, author
of Wide Sargasso Sea. ‘[A] remarkable novel... The story of a troubled young woman trying to make her way in England during the early years of the twentieth
century’ WILLIAM BOYD In the heart of London’s Bloomsbury, Gwendolen – not yet truly famous as the writer ‘Jean Rhys’ – is presented with the
opportunity she has been waiting for. Her husband has received an unexpected inheritance; she can, at last, return to the island of her childhood. For Gwendolen,
Dominica is a place of freedom and beauty, far away from the lonely nights and failed dreams of England. But this visit home compels her to reflect on the
events of her past, and on what they may mean for her future. ‘Phillips’ novel of being and becoming, of memory, and the mythology of writers and writing is a
wonder. This is a gift of a book’ Niven Govinden, author of All the Days and Nights ‘This dark, glimmering beauty of a novel penetrates the English mist,
illuminates the past and present and offers us the life of a great writer, in the heart and mind of this great writer, Caryl Phillips’ Amy Bloom, author of White
Houses ‘Subtle and piercing... Phillips keeps on taking risks and telling powerful stories’ Times Literary Supplement
Jean Rhys Jun 06 2020 Presents new critical perspectives on Jean Rhys in relation to modernism, postcolonialism, and theories of affect.Jean Rhys (1890-1979)
is the author of five novels and over seventy short stories. She has played a major figure in debates attempting to establish the parameters of postcolonial and
particularly Caribbean studies, and although she has long been seen as a modernist writer, she has also been marginalized as one who is not quite in, yet not
quite out, either. The 10 newly commissioned essays and introduction collected in this volume demonstrate Jean Rhyss centrality to modernism and to
postcolonial literature alike by addressing her stories and novels from the 1920s and 1930s, including Voyage in the Dark, Quartet, After Leaving Mr.
Mackenzie, and Good Morning, Midnight, as well as her later bestseller, Wide Sargasso Sea (1966). The volume establishes Rhys as a major author with
relevance to a number of different critical discourses, and includes a path-breaking section on affect theory that shows how contemporary interest in Rhys
correlates with the recent 'affective turn' in the social sciences and humanities. As this collection shows, strangely haunting and deeply unsettling, Rhyss
portraits of dispossessed women living in the early and late twentieth-century continue to trouble easy conceptualisations and critical categories.Key Features:New and original work on Jean Rhyss fiction and short stories, highlighting key areas of her work.- Contributors area leading scholars on Jean Rhys from the
US, the UK, and Australia, including Mary Lou Emery, Elaine Savory, John J. Su, Maroula Joannou, H. Adlai Murdoch, Rishona Zimring, Carine
Mardorossian, Patricia Moran, Erica L. Johnson, and Sue Thomas.- Organised around 3 important themes: Rhys and modernism, postcolonial Rhys, and
affective RhysPatricia Moran is the author of Word of Mouth: Body/Language in Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf; Virginia Woolf, Jean Rhys, and the
Aesthetics of Trauma; and co-editor of Scenes of the Apple: Food and the Female Body in 19th and 20th-Century Womens Writing and The Female Face of
Shame. Formerly Professor of English at the University of California, Davis, she is now Lecturer in English at the University of Limerick.Erica L. Johnson is an
Associate Professor of English at Pace University in New York. She is the author of Caribbean Ghostwriting (2009) and Home, Maison, Casa: The Politics of
Location in Works by Jean Rhys, Marguerite Duras, and Erminia DellOro (2003), and is the co-editor with Patricia Moran of The Female Face of Shame (2013).
The Collected Short Stories Nov 04 2022 New to Penguin Classics, the remarkable, devastating collected stories by the author of Wide Sargasso Sea. Some of
Jean Rhys's most powerful writing is to be found in this rich, dark collection of her collected stories. Her fictional world is haunted by her own, painful
memories: of cheap hotels and drab Parisian cafés; of devastating love affairs; of her childhood in Dominica; of drifting through European cities, always on the
periphery and always perilously close to the abyss. Rendered in extraordinarily vivid, honest prose, these stories show Rhys at the height of her literary powers
and offer a fascinating counterpoint to her most famous novel, Wide Sargasso Sea. This volume includes all the stories from her three collections,The Left Bank
(1927), Tigers Are Better-Looking (1968) and Sleep It Off, Lady (1976).
I Used to Live Here Once: The Haunted Life of Jean Rhys May 30 2022 ‘Brilliantly written, compulsively readable and insightful’ Pat Barker, author of The
Silence of the Girls ‘A first-class life and a rollicking read ... Close to a masterpiece’ Sunday Times An intimate, revealing and profoundly moving biography of
Jean Rhys, acclaimed author of Wide Sargasso Sea.
Quartet Jul 20 2021 Set in a superficially romantic, between-wars Paris, QUARTET is a poignant tale of a lonely woman. Set against a background of winterwet streets, Pernod in smoky cafes and cheap hotel rooms with mauve- flowered wallpaper, Marya tries to make something substantial of her life in order to
withstand the unreality of her surroundings. Alone, her Polish husband in prison, she is taken up by an English couple who slowly overwhelm her with their
passions. Jean Rhys's first novel is both poignant anddisturbingly intimate in its vivid depiction of a woman on her own.
Jean Rhys Sep 29 2019
The Other Side of the Story Jan 14 2021 According to Molly Hite, a number of influential contemporary women novelists—notably Jean Rhys, Doris Lessing,
Alice Walker, and Margaret Atwood—attempt innovations in narrative form that are more radical in their implications than the dominant modes of fictional
experimentation characterized as postmodernist. In The Other Side of the Story, Hite makes the point that these innovations, which distinguish the genre she
calls contemporary feminist narrative, are more radical precisely because their context is the critique of a culture and a literary tradition apprehended as
profoundly masculinist.
Tigers are Better-looking Nov 23 2021
Stet Dec 01 2019 For nearly five decades Diana Athill edited (nursed, coerced, coaxed) some of the most celebrated writers in the English language, among
them V. S. Naipaul, Philip Roth, Mordecai Richler, and Norman Mailer. A founding editor of the prestigious publishing house André Deutsch Ltd., Athill takes
us on a guided tour through the corridors of literary London, offering a keenly observed, devilishly funny, and always compassionate insider’s portrait of the
glories and pitfalls of making books. Stet is spiced with candid insights about the type of people who make brilliant writers and ingenious publishers, and the
idiosyncrasies of both. It brims with Athill’s memories of serving as confidante, midwife, and sometime therapist to great literary figures: “Nobody who has
read Jean Rhys’ first four novels can suppose that she was good at life; but no one who never met her could know how very bad she was at it”; “It was my job to
listen to [Naipaul’s] unhappiness and do what I could to ease it—which would not have been too bad if there had been anything I could do.” Most of all it is
Athill’s voice that captivates—intimate, lively, generous, humorous—the voice of a favorite aunt who is as warm and big-hearted as she is worldly and
irreverent. Packed with delights, Stet is about the world of books, about people who write them and the process of making them, a world dissected with sharp an
irresistible honesty. It is an invaluable contribution to the world of literature.
Sleep it Off Lady Aug 01 2022
Smile Please Jun 26 2019
Modern Classics Voyage in the Dark Oct 11 2020 'A wonderful bitter-sweet book, written with disarming simplicity' Esther Freud 'It was as if a curtain had
fallen, hiding everything I had ever known,' says Anna Morgan, eighteen years old and catapulted to England from the West Indies after the death of her beloved

father. Working as a chorus girl, Anna drifts into the demi-monde of Edwardian London. But there, dismayed by the unfamiliar cold and greyness, she is
absolutely alone and unconsciously floating from innocence to harsh experience. Her childish dreams have been replaced by harsh reality. Voyage in the Dark
was first published in 1934, but it could have been written today. It is the story of an unhappy love affair, a portrait of a hypocritical society, and an exploration
of exile and breakdown; all written in Jean Rhys's hauntingly simple and beautiful style.
Jean Rhys Mar 28 2022 Over the last decade a proliferation of books and articles have been published about the novelist and short story writer Jean Rhys
(Voyage in the Dark and Wide Sargasso Sea). Despite her slim output - five short novels, three volumes of short stories, and a small number of other brief pieces
- Jean Rhys has a standing as a major feminist writer in the contemporary era. This text surveys the small canon of Rhys' short fiction, organizing their approach
around the outsider theme in Rhys's work. Also included is a biocritical study, and an overview of critical reception of Rhys's writings.
Modern Classics Wide Sargasso Sea Oct 30 2019 One of the BBC's '100 Novels That Shaped Our World' 'Rhys took one of the works of genius of the 19th
Century and turned it inside-out to create one of the works of genius of the 20th Century' Michele Roberts Jean Rhys's masterpiece tells the story of Jane Eyre's
'madwoman in the attic', Bertha Rochester. Born into the oppressive, colonialist society of 1930s Jamaica, white Creole heiress Antoinette Cosway meets a
young Englishman who is drawn to her innocent beauty and sensuality. After their marriage, however, disturbing rumours begin to circulate which poison her
husband against her. Caught between his demands and her own precarious sense of belonging, Antoinette is inexorably driven towards madness, and her
husband into the arms of another novel's heroine. This classic study of betrayal, a seminal work of postcolonial literature, is Jean Rhys's brief, beautiful
masterpiece. Edited with an introduction and notes by Angela Smith
Let Them Call it Jazz and Other Stories Dec 13 2020 A collection of short stories by Jean Rhys, featuring pre-war London, glimpses of racial tension and
snatches of jazz. In the anthology, Rhys also travels to a festive Vienna in full regalia and to a backstage party in a northern English music-hall.
Jean Rhys Apr 16 2021 A critical reading of Rhys's entire oeuvre, including the stories and autobiography, informed by Rhys's own manuscripts and first
published in 1999.
Jean Rhys Oct 23 2021 'An acute literary intelligence ... the reader comes to trust instinctively Angier's assessments.' New York Times Jean Rhys (1890-1979)
had a long life of great difficulty. So inept was she in its management that her authority as the writer of five beautifully shaped and controlled novels appears
mysterious: how could someone so bad at living be so good at writing about it? Carole Angier answers this question. Jean Rhys never denied that she used her
own experience in her writings, but no one hitherto has understood so well the nature of, and reasons for, this use. On her way to understanding, Carole Angier
discovered more about the life than seemed possible. Jean Rhys's childhood, her momentous first love affair, her three marriages, the disasters which befell her
husbands, her drinking and its consequences: all are shown with unsparing clarity. Equally clearly, and more importantly, we see the dynamics of her personality
as it underwent, and sometimes provoked, these experiences. Sometimes what is revealed is shocking; but Carole Angier's sympathy and compassion dispel
dismay, and her brilliant demonstrations of how art was made of events and emotions restores admiration on foundations which are stronger than ever. Jean
Rhys did not want anyone to write about her, but this first full biography put beyond question her standing as a great writer of our time, written with an intensity
and clarity which mirrors her own. It is a work of exceptional intimacy, sensitivity and power. 'Remarkable, the definitive biography. It is deeply researched,
subtle, sympathetic.' Claire Tomalin Independent on Sunday 'Mesmerising.' Washington Post
After Leaving Mr Mackenzie Mar 16 2021 Julia Martin is at the end of her rope in Paris. Once beautiful, she was taken care of by men. Now after leaving her
lover, she is running out of luck. A visit to London to see her ailing mother and distrustful sister bring her stark life into full focus.
Wide Sargasso Sea Jun 30 2022 Beautiful and wealthy Antoinette Cosway's passionate love for an English aristocrat threatens to destroy her idyllic West
Indian island existence and her very life.
Exploring Cultural Identities in Jean Rhys’ Fiction Jul 28 2019 Using a theoretical approach and a critical summary, combining the perspectives in the
postcolonial theory, psychoanalysis and narratology with the tools of hermeneutics and deconstruction, this book argues that Jean Rhys’s work can be subsumed
under a poetics of cultural identity and hybridity. It also demonstrates the validity of the concept of hybridization as the expression of identity formation; the
cultural boundaries variability; the opposition self-otherness, authenticity-fiction, trans-textuality; and the relevance of an integrated approach to multiple
cultural identities as an encountering and negotiation space between writer, reader and work. The complexity of ontological and epistemological representation
involves an interdisciplinary approach that blends a literary interpretive approach to social, anthropological, cultural and historical perspectives. The book
concludes that in the author’s fictional universe, cultural identity is represented as a general human experience that transcends the specific conditionalities of
geographical contexts, history and culture. The construction of identity by Jean Rhys is represented by the dichotomy of marginal identity and the identification
with a human ideal designed either by the hegemonic discourse or metropolitan culture or by the dominant ideology. The identification with a pattern of cultural
authenticity, of racial, ethnic, or national purism is presented as a purely destructive cultural projection, leading to the creation of a static universe in opposition
to the diversity of human feelings and aspirations. Jean Rhys’s fictional discourse lies between “the anxiety of authorship” and “the anxiety of influence” and
shows the postcolonial era of uprooting and migration in which the national ownership diluted the image of a “home” ambiguous located at the boundary
between a myth of origins and a myth of becoming. The relationship between the individual and socio-cultural space is thus shaped in a dual hybrid position.
The Left Bank and Other Stories Sep 02 2022
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